
Reviewer: Aparna Shukla

General comments

The paper focuses on describing the data a�ributes, characteris�cs and sources. In my opinion including some illustra�ons
of the data (for certain regions or may be one per method) and field photographs of the glaciers inves�gated (one from
each region) may be included to make the paper more interes�ng. Since it seems to be the first a�empt of the authors to
incorporate the field-based thickness measurements in the GlaThiDa v3, adding the same would add more value to the
manuscript. […] Rather than just including the field photograph of the glacier, it would be be�er to have photos of the
es�ma�on methods in-process.

We have added a new figure with photos illustra�ng the four main methods for measuring glacier thickness: Ground-based
ground-penetra�ng radar (Johnsons Glacier, Antarc�ca), aerial ground-penetra�ng radar (Hansbreen Svalbard), hot water
drilling (Rhonegletscher, Switzerland), and seismic reflec�on (Grubengletscher, Switzerland). We have not added photos of
glaciers from each world region, as glaciers from different regions can be indis�nguishable.

The uncertainty part can be improved further in the dataset as well as in the manuscript. Certain method can be employed
to standardize the uncertainty associated with the data. Therea�er the data may be sorted in terms of associated
uncertainty such that the end-user may know the error involved, and they may choose the data accordingly as per the
permissible error-limit of their respec�ve applica�ons. […] The uncertainty part needs to be given more importance. Ice
thickness es�mated from a par�cular method (regardless of analyst or region) should follow same method of uncertainty
es�ma�on. It may vary across the ice thickness es�ma�on methods as the parameters introducing error in different
methods would differ, however, for each method the parameters to be considered while error es�ma�on should be
standardized for uniformity in the database.

Uncertain�es are indeed important, but we are not in a posi�on to standardize them further. The uncertain�es that we
describe in Sec�on 3.2 are those published or submi�ed to us by many different data providers, and span the history of glacier
thickness measurement. We have li�le control over the methods that were used to es�mate these uncertain�es. However, we
hope to command more leverage on data submissions in the future. Thus we write: [Page 18, Line 2] “As a consequence, we
intend to �ghten repor�ng requirements and flag sta�s�cally nonconforming uncertain�es in future versions of GlaThiDa.”
Documen�ng the lack and heterogeneity of published uncertain�es is an important first step towards a common understanding
and repor�ng of observa�onal uncertain�es.

The data can be sorted and filtered by their uncertain�es by using the uncertain�es columns in the database tables.

The authors discuss the spa�al and temporal coverage of the data in sec�ons 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 respec�vely. Here they
men�on that there are certain regions across the globe where the data density is scarce. This mandates that it should also
be discussed here that what measures can be taken to improve the data density over these regions and how is it planned
to add the temporal data. A discussion on how does these regions of low representa�on affect the overall quality and
import of the database.

We are not a consor�um of data collectors, but rather an (unfunded) ini�a�ve to collect exis�ng measurements. Ul�mately, we
are limited to the data that people submit to us or publish in public repositories. As a result, we had limited ourselves to the
following recommenda�ons:

[Page 11, Line 18] “Future efforts should be aimed at increasing spa�al coverage and regional representa�on, both by
performing new measurements and by conduc�ng literature surveys and calls for data in underrepresented languages
and regions of the world.”



[Page 14, Line 11] “Ideally, all ice thickness surveys would be published in open data portals, then added to GlaThiDa for
complete coverage in a standard format.”

However, in light of your feedback, we have added the following:

[Page 11, Line 18] Added “Poor coverage in these regions necessarily limits the quality of local and global glacier volume
assessments and predic�ons of future change”.

[Page 14, Line 11] Added “An assessment of the Arc�c data in GlaThiDa v2 by the Integrated Arc�c Observa�on System
(INTAROS, 2018) iden�fied missing observa�ons and concluded that pressure must con�nue to be placed on research
groups to submit their data to the wider community”. (see h�ps://intaros.nersc.no/content/report-present-observing-
capaci�es-and-gaps-land-and-cryosphere)

[e.g. Page 2, Line 21; Page 4, Line 15] At places the fonts are different. If this is on purpose then it is fine but looks quite
abrupt and awkward.

To clarify our use of a monospace font, we have added the following:

[Page 2, Line 23] Added “A monospace font is used throughout the manuscript for so�ware packages (e.g. git ), files (e.g.
datapackage.json ), database tables (e.g. T ), database table fields (e.g. POINT_LAT ), and code samples (e.g. Figure 2).”

Specific comments

[e.g. Page 2, Line 10] In general, the manuscript is well-wri�en except for some places the sentences are too long and
wordy, making it complicated to understand. This should be checked throughout the manuscript.

[Page 2, Line 10] Changed “While the Ice Thickness Models Intercomparison eXperiment (ITMIX; Farino� et al., 2017) only
used GlaThiDa v1 (WGMS, 2014) to calibrate one of the par�cipa�ng models, it helped garner support and data for GlaThiDa
v2 (WGMS, 2016), which was subsequently used to calibrate ice thickness models and evaluate model performance for an
ensemble-based es�mate of the thicknesses of all glaciers on Earth (Farino� et al., 2019).” to “The Ice Thickness Models
Intercomparison eXperiment (ITMIX; Farino� et al., 2017) only used GlaThiDa v1 (WGMS, 2014) to calibrate one of the
par�cipa�ng models, but it helped garner support and data for GlaThiDa v2 (WGMS, 2016). GlaThiDa v2 was subsequently
used to calibrate all par�cipa�ng models and evaluate model performance for an ensemble-based es�mate of the thicknesses
of all glaciers on Earth (Farino� et al., 2019).”.

Several of the more confusing sentences were pointed out by other reviewers and subsequently rewri�en.

Reviewer: Bruce Raup

General comments

Please add a bit of discussion why glacier area being within 1 km of a thickness measurement is important. I understand
that this is a good general measure of coverage, and perhaps that is all that is meant. But it seems to be no guarantee that
interpola�on will be more accurate. For example, there could be a small glacier within 1 km of a thickness measure on a
different glacier, perhaps of greatly different size.

https://intaros.nersc.no/content/report-present-observing-capacities-and-gaps-land-and-cryosphere


The metric is simply a means to measure and track global data coverage. It is defined as the total glacier area within 1 km of a
thickness measurement “located on the same glacier” (see Sec�on 3.1); glacier area is not included if the measurement is on a
neighboring glacier. To clarify these points, we have made the following changes:

[Page 1, Line 5; Page 19, Line 26] Changed “14% of global glacier area is now within 1 km of a thickness measurement” to
“14% of global glacier area is now within 1 km of a thickness measurement (located on the same glacier)”.

[Page 12, Line 2] Added “A be�er measure of data coverage is the area of a glacier that is within a certain distance of a
thickness point measurement located on the same glacier.”

[Page 12, Line 2] Changed “More specifically, 36% of the area of these surveyed glaciers (102 030 km2), and 14% of the
global area, is within 1 km of a thickness point measurement located on the same glacier” to “Globally, 36% of the area of
all surveyed glaciers (102 030 km2), and 14% of global glacier area, is within 1 km of a measurement”.

The regex for the numbers seems to add fric�on. Shouldn’t “number” refer to the standard ascii representa�on of floa�ng
point values, without reference to a language (regular expressions) that most scien�sts probably don’t use? If someone
accidentally deleted a character in the regex and didn’t no�ce, it could mess up code that they’re using on the data.
Inclusion of the regex for number representa�on seems needlessly complex, and actually a bit dangerous. Also, the Ahmad
post you cite describes regular expressions as if there is only one flavor. There are mul�ple versions of regular expressions,
which is why I think including machine code in the JSON file that is par�cular to one flavor isn’t a good idea. Or, this could
be fixed by sta�ng which flavor it is. See h�ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_regular-expression_engines. But
that would add even more needless complexity.

Our use of regular expressions on number  fields is merely a way to enable automated checks of decimal place limits in the data
files. Since Fric�onless Data’s Table Schema specifica�on does not support this constraint na�vely (see
h�ps://github.com/fric�onlessdata/specs/issues/641), we opted for a generic and flexible solu�on: extending the exis�ng
pattern  constraint to non-string fields by checking the pa�ern against the raw values (i.e. strings) stored in the data files.
Independent checks ensure that each field value is a valid “number”, “integer”, etc (as defined by the Table Schema specifica�on:
h�ps://specs.fric�onlessdata.io/table-schema/#types-and-formats).

The data files ( data/*.csv ) can be worked with directly, whether or not the JSON metadata ( datapackage.json ) is valid or
present. Users can read the JSON metadata (or the friendlier Markdown equivalent), but they have no need to modify it.
Mainly, it is a powerful tool for data maintainers, since it powers detailed and automa�c data valida�on, ensuring the data files
delivered to users are sound. Regular expressions are a very precise, compact, and machine-readable way of describing
constraints on field values. Thanks to automa�c tests, any breaking change made by maintainers to any of the files in the data
repository (including changes to the regular expressions) would immediately be detected.

Finally, Fric�onless Data’s Table Schema specifica�on (h�ps://specs.fric�onlessdata.io/table-schema/#constraints) has
addressed the ques�on of differing regular expression syntax by requiring pattern  constraints conform to the standard and
barebones XML Schema syntax (h�p://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#regexs).

In light of these considera�ons, we have made the following changes to the text and the data package:

[Page 5; Line 24] Changed “In the example in Figure 3, the regular expression (Ahmad, 2018) ˆ\-?[0-9]*(\.[0-9]
{1,7})?$  matches a character string represen�ng any posi�ve or nega�ve number with op�onally a decimal point and
one to seven decimal places” to “In the example in Figure 3, the descrip�on informs users that the field values are stored
in the data files with ‘up to seven decimal places’, while the pa�ern \-?[0-9]*(\.[0-9]{1,7})?  (a regular expression
conforming, as required by the Fric�onless Data specifica�on, to the XML Schema syntax; Biron, 2004) makes possible an
automated test that this is indeed the case.”. Biron, 2004 is a reference to the XML Schema specifica�on
(h�p://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#regexs).

[Figure 2] Changed pa�ern ˆ\-?[0-9]*(\.[0-9]{1,7})?$  to \-?[0-9]*(\.[0-9]{1,7})? .

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_regular-expression_engines
https://github.com/frictionlessdata/specs/issues/641
https://specs.frictionlessdata.io/table-schema/#types-and-formats
https://specs.frictionlessdata.io/table-schema/#constraints
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#regexs
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#regexs


[ datapackage.json ; README.md ] Updated the regular expressions to conform to XML Schema syntax (and updated our
test suite accordingly):

Removed unsupported start ( ^ ) and end ( $ ) anchors (XML Schema requires strings to match the en�re regular
expression).

Replaced unsupported non-capturing ( (?: ) ) with standard ( ( ) ) groups (these are equivalent for XML Schema,
which is only concerned with whether or not strings match the regular expression).

[ datapackage.json ; README.md ] Updated field descrip�ons to include, in words, any pattern  constraint:

Added ‘Cannot contain double quotes (") or whitespace other than space’ for [^"\s]+( [^"\s]+)* .

Added ‘Cannot contain double quotes (") or whitespace’ for [^"\s]+ .

Specific comments

[Page 1, Line 4] “more than 3000 glaciers”: Give precise number.

[Accept] Changed “more than 3000 glaciers” to “roughly 3000 glaciers” – dropping the “more than” marke�ng term.

There is not a precise number. A “glacier” is an ambiguous unit of measure (e.g. does a retrea�ng branching glacier, or a large
icecap with mul�ple drainage basins, count as mul�ple glaciers?). Even if we choose RGI glacier boundaries (which are
themselves some�mes arbitrary or inconsistent with respect to drainage basins), some of the measurements fall outside the
boundaries (i.e. the list in Sec�on 3.1.1).

[Page 1, Line 5] “within 1 km of a thickness measurement”: Why is this important? Does that make interpola�on easier?

[Accept] We agree that clarifica�on is needed. Added the following sentence: “Improvements in measurement coverage
increase the robustness of numerical interpola�ons and model extrapola�ons, resul�ng in be�er es�mates of regional to global
glacier volumes and their poten�al contribu�ons to sea-level rise.”.

[Page 1, Line 9] insert “of” into “versions GlaThiDa”

[Accept] Inserted “of”.

[Page 2, Line 11] change “only used GlaThiDa v1 to calibrate one of the par�cipa�ng models” to “used GlaThiDa v1 to
calibrate only one of the par�cipa�ng models” (?)

[Reject] We believe our original wording more clearly emphasizes the marginal use of GlaThiDa v1 by ITMIX (in contrast to the
central use of GlaThiDa v2 by Farino� et al. 2019).

[Page 2, Line 16] change “over 3 million” to “approximately 3 million” (over = marke�ng term)

[Accept] Since “million” already indicates an approxima�on, changed “over 3 million” to “3 million”.

[Page 3, Line 3] “manual”: Manual in what sense?

[Accept] Changed “manual data submissions” to “data submissions”. “submission” already suggests that the data was submi�ed
to us, as opposed to harvested by us.

[Page 4, Line 8] remove “as” in “Equally as important”



[Accept] For addi�onal clarity, changed “Equally as important as the data itself is the packaging – the physical representa�on
[…]” to “Packaging of data is as important as the data themselves. This includes the physical representa�on […]”.

[Page 4, Line 9] change “data [is much less likely achieve its full poten�al]” to “a dataset […]”

[Accept] For con�nuity with previous reworked sentence, changed “data is much less likely to achieve its full poten�al” to “data
are much less likely to achieve their full poten�al”.

[Page 4, Line 10] change “forthcoming” to “following”

[Accept] Changed “forthcoming” to “following”.

[Page 5, Line 1] change header “data/.csv The data" to "Data (data/.csv)”

[Accept] Changed “data/.csv The data" to "Data (data/.csv)”.

[Page 5, Line 2] change “The data is” to “The data are”

[Accept] Changed “The data is” to “The data are”.

[Page 5, Line 15] change header “datapackage.json The metadata” to “Metadata (datapackage.json)”

[Accept] Changed “datapackage.json The metadata” to “Metadata (datapackage.json)”.

[Page 5, Line 18] move “CC-BY-4.0: h�ps://crea�vecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0” to Table 2

[Accept/Reject] We have removed this parenthe�cal men�on of the license and added it to the “Data availability” sec�on [Page
20, Line 7]:

“GlaThiDa is licensed under Crea�ve Commons A�ribu�on 4.0 Interna�onal (CC-BY-4.0:
\url{h�ps://crea�vecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0}).”

[Page 5, Line 19] change “Crucially, the file” to “The file”

[Accept] Changed “Crucially, the file” to “The file”.

[Page 5, Line 20] change “an astonishing number of variants” to “a large number of variants”

[Accept] Changed “an astonishing number of variants” to “a large number of variants”.

[Page 5, Line 22] “string, number, or integer”. I realize his terminology came from the the Fric�onless Data Tabular Data
Package specifica�on, but “integer” is a subset of “number”, so I think “number (float)” or “decimal number” would be be�er
(more precise).

[Accept] Changed “string, number, or integer” to “string, floa�ng point number, or integer” to be both more precise and
consistent with the terminology used in the Fric�onless Data Tabular Data Package specifica�on (and thus in
datapackage.json ).

[Page 5, Line 28-29] change “Foreign keys link tables together based on the values of one or more fields: each row of the
table must match one (and only one) row in the other (“foreign”) table” to “These unique keys can be stored in other tables,
where they are called “foreign keys”, to link the tables together.”

[Accept] Changed “Foreign keys link tables together based on the values of one or more fields: each row of the table must
match one (and only one) row in the other (“foreign”) table” to “Unique keys can be stored in other tables (where they are called
“foreign keys”) to link the tables together.”.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0


[Page 8, Line 1] change “README.md The storefront” to “Documenta�on star�ng point (README.md)”

[Accept] Changed “README.md The storefront” to “Documenta�on (README.md)”.

[Page 8, Line 3] “dynamically [generate a more human-readable version]”: The word "dynamically " makes it sound like an
interac�ve applica�on. Maybe “automa�cally” would be be�er.

[Accept] Changed “dynamically” to “automa�cally”.

[Page 8, Line 8] change “CHANGELOG.md The historian” to “Database history (CHANGELOG.md)”

[Accept] Since not only changes to the “database” are recorded, changed “CHANGELOG.md The historian” to “History
(CHANGELOG.md)”.

[Page 12, Line 8] change “per km2” to “/ km2” or spell out km2

[Accept] Changed all instances of “per km2” to “km-2”.

[Page 15, Line 5] change “Opera�on IceBridge […] are” to “Opera�on IceBridge […] is”

[Accept] Changed “Opera�on IceBridge […] are” to “Opera�on IceBridge […] is”.

[Page 15, Line 10] change “on […] and […]” to “on […] or […]”

[Accept] Changed “on […] and […]” to “on […] or […]”.

[Page 19, Line 25] “more than 3000”: Actual number is be�er than this marke�ng expression

[Accept] Changed “more than 3000 glaciers” to “3000 glaciers” – dropping the “more than” marke�ng term and le�ng the
rounding communicate that the number is (and is limited to being) an approxima�on.

Reviewer: Anonymous

General comments

It is not clear to me what use the TT level of the data will have, I think the point measurements the TTT file contains the
data that the user will make use of, rather than of eleva�on bands that are not clearly or uniformly defined.

The TT  table mainly exists for the rare situa�ons (5 so far, from the literature) when the original point measurements are not
available but eleva�on band summaries are available. To clarify this point, we have made the following change:

[Page 5, Line 6] Added “Although rare, some ice thickness surveys are only available as surface eleva�on band es�mates, their
point measurements having been lost or never published.”.

In the comments below sugges�ons are made to delete two unnecessary figures (Figures 8, and 11), the informa�on on
these figures can be expressed in the text and would shorten and sharpen the ar�cle if authors agree to delete these
figures.

We have removed Figure 8 [Page 15] and Figure 11 [Page 18] and made the following changes to the text:

http://readme.md/
http://readme.md/
http://readme.md/
http://readme.md/
http://changelog.md/
http://changelog.md/
http://changelog.md/
http://changelog.md/


[Page 12, Line 11] Inserted “(calculated from the surface eleva�ons of point measurements in GlaThiDa and the minimum
and maximum glacier surface eleva�ons in RGI)” a�er “Dividing each glacier into 100 m eleva�on bands”.

[Page 17, Line 3-11] Rewrote en�re paragraph: "A frac�on of glacier thicknesses in GlaThiDa were published with
uncertainty es�mates: 26% of mean glacier thicknesses in table T  (drawn from about 35 studies, based on the listed
references), 19% of mean eleva�on-band thicknesses in table TT  (drawn from 4 studies), and 40% of point thicknesses in
TTT  (drawn from 51 studies). By compu�ng percent uncertain�es (100 % × uncertainty / thickness), we can compare the
distribu�on of uncertain�es by thickness “types”. We find that the reported uncertain�es are significantly lower for point
thicknesses than for the spa�al means – an interquar�le range of 3.1–5.5 % of the measured value for points versus 9.9–
22.8 % and 20–50 % for glacier and eleva�on band means, respec�vely. The uncertain�es reported by these studies may
or may not be realis�c. Nevertheless, the rela�vely high uncertain�es reported for spa�al means clearly indicates that, for
these studies, interpola�on errors outweighed any benefit gained from averaging the spa�ally-independent errors in the
point measurements.

The �tles of all the subsec�ons in sec�ons 2 and 3 need edi�ng, some are too short and misleading, probably relics from
the dra�ing of the ar�cle.

Sec�on 2.2.1: Changed “data/.csv The data" to "Data (data/.csv)”

Sec�on 2.2.2: Changed “datapackage.json The metadata” to “Metadata (datapackage.json)”

Sec�on 2.2.3: Changed “README.md The storefront” to “Documenta�on (README.md)”

Sec�on 2.2.4: Changed “CHANGELOG.md The historian” to “History (CHANGELOG.md)”

Sec�on 3.1.3: Changed “Future growth” to “Future addi�ons”

Specific comments

[Page 1, Line 8] Not clear what “this descrip�on” is referring to. The sentence is not clear, is the data validated, or the
format of it?

[Accept] Changed “validate the data against this descrip�on” to “validate the data format and content against this metadata
descrip�on”.

“this descrip�on” refers to the use of open-source metadata formats and so�ware tools to describe the data. Both the data
format and content is validated against this descrip�on. Hopefully the changes clarify these points.

[Page 1, Line 9] Something missing before GlaThiDa, insert “of” here?

[Accept] Inserted “of”.

[Page 2, Line 6] I find “an�cipa�ng” a strange selec�on of word here, do you mean assessing, or modelling.

[Accept] Changed “an�cipa�ng” to “predic�ng”.

[Page 3, Line 7-8] This sentence is not clear and needs edi�ng. What does “intersec�ng” here mean, is the loca�on of the
data points inside a RGI glacier outline?

[Accept] Changed “These replaced the IceBridge data available in 2014, intersected with Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI 3.2)
glacier outlines \citep{rgiconsor�um_2013}, included in GlaThiDa v1.” to “These replaced the IceBridge data, located within
Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI 3.2) glacier outlines \citep{rgiconsor�um_2013}, added to GlaThiDa v1 in 2014.”.

http://readme.md/
http://readme.md/
http://changelog.md/
http://changelog.md/


[Page 4, Table 1] What data is the last line, 17 surveys, 0 points and no thickness measurement, why is this included in the
table?

[Accept] Removed last line of Table 1.

These are poorly-documented surveys, pulled from the literature, for which we know neither the survey method, survey date,
nor have any point measurements (only mean, and some�mes maximum, glacier thickness).

[Page 4, Line 10] Add “to” before “achieve”? something missing in sentence

[Accept] Changed “is much less likely achieve” to “is much less likely to achieve”.

[Page 5, Line 21] “n” missing in “unnecessary”

[Accept] Changed “unecessary” to “unnecessary”.

[Page 9, Line 13-14] something missing in sentence, it is strange

[Accept] Changed ““Issues”, which can be posted by anyone with a free account, track bug reports, feature requests, and other
community dialogue” to ““Issues” – which can be posted by anyone with a free account – track bug reports, feature requests,
and other community dialogue”.

[Page 13, line 5] not clear what “it” refer to. The sentence is not clear, why is it important to compare glaciers with different
survey dates? Do you mean the same glacier that has been measured several �mes?

[Accept] Changed “This wide range enables comparisons through �me for those glaciers with repeat surveys […]. However, it
also complicates comparisons between glaciers with different survey dates” to “This wide range of survey dates enables
glaciers with repeat surveys ([…]) to be compared over �me. However, it also complicates regional and global studies, which
must account for thickness measurements spanning mul�ple years”.

[Page 13, Line 6-7] not clear how ice thicknesses are coincident with glacier outlines, do you mean within glacier outlines?

[Accept] Changed “known ice thicknesses coincident with the glacier outlines” to “measured ice thicknesses coincident in �me
with any glacier outlines”.

[Page 13, Line 7] suggest to add “measurements” a�er surface eleva�on (and delete plural s). what other �me-varying data
are used? Suggest to specify here

[Accept] Changed “the glacier outlines, surface eleva�ons, and other �me-varying data used to ini�alize the model” to
“measured glacier outlines, surface eleva�ons, and other �me-varying parameters (e.g. surface mass balance, rates of ice
thickness change, and surface veloci�es) used to ini�alize the model”.

Typically, both surface eleva�ons and glacier outlines (i.e. the line at which glacier thickness reaches 0) are measurements.

[Page 13, Line 8] what does “large-scale analysis” mean here? Global? It is not clear to what “this” refers to

[Accept] Changed “For large-scale analysis, however, this is rarely possible” to “For analysis spanning many glaciers (or all of the
world’s glaciers), it is not possible to ensure that all these data are coincident in �me”.

[Page 13, Line 10] sentence is not clear, it reads like surveys correspond to outlines, but isn’t the thickness measurements
that are within RGI outlines, suggest to edit to clarify

[Accept] Changed “their corresponding RGI outlines” to “their spa�ally coincident RGI outlines”.

[Page 13, Line 10] suggest to replace “surface eleva�ons” with “surface eleva�on measurements” everywhere in text.



[Reject] It is unclear to us why this would be necessary, since o�en we are referring to the physical a�ribute rather than a
measurement of it. However, as reported above and below, we have added “measured” or “measurement” to some instances of
“surface eleva�on”.

[Page 14, Line 2-4] “synchronous surface eleva�ons” is not clear, suggest “surface eleva�on measurement from the same
�me as thickness measurements”. The remainder of sentence is also not clear, suggest to edit to something like “with bed
eleva�on measurement any surface eleva�on measurement at later �me will provide a thickness measurement”

[Accept] Changed “synchronous surface eleva�ons” to “temporally coincident ice thickness and surface eleva�on
measurements”.

[Page 14, Line 5] suggest to edit sec�on �tle, it is not clear what “growth” is referring to here, probably the database, but
this can be clarified.

[Accept] Changed “Future growth” to “Future addi�ons”.

[Page 14, Line 9] suggest to replace “from” with “in”

[Accept] Changed “missing from GlaThiDa” to “missing in GlaThiDa”.

[Page 14, Line 9] it is not clear what “This” is referring to, suggest to clarify data base, but this is not clear in the text,
suggest to clarify

[Accept] Changed “This is evidenced, for example, by the 460 glacier surveys, pulled from the literature for v1 (Gärtner-Roer et
al., 2014), that are s�ll missing […]” to “For example, 460 glacier surveys pulled from the literature for v1 (Gärtner-Roer et al.,
2014) are s�ll missing […]”.

[Page 17, Line 6] suggest to replace “thicknesses” with “thickness measurements”

[Reject] We prefer to keep “point thicknesses”, since that is how they are referred to in the previous sentence. We would rather
not create a false dichotomy by sugges�ng that spa�al means are not also “measurements”.

[Page 17, Line 6-8] This sentence needs edi�ng, “glacier and eleva�on band thicknesses” is not clear, probably refers to
database categories?

[Accept] Changed “glacier and eleva�on band thicknesses” to “glacier and eleva�on band means”, to clearly reference the
categories set out earlier in the revised paragraph (see General comments) where the direct link is now made to each database
table.

[Page 17, Line 8-11] This sentence also needs edi�ng, uncertain�es are not “correct” but possible “realis�c”, “deemed to
outweigh any benefit gained from averaging out random errors” also not clear and needs clarifica�on

[Accept] Changed “correct” to “realis�c” and reworded en�re sentence (see revised paragraph in General comments).

[Page 17, Line 10-11] this sentence is not clear, not clear how a distribu�on on Figure provides es�mate of uncertainty.
“thickness type” is also not a good term, refer to database categories

[Accept] Removed sentence (see revised paragraph in General comments).

[Page 18, Figure 11] is not very useful and needs be�er explana�on and edi�ng of figure cap�on, suggest to delete figure
and convey informa�on of the figure in text and safe space

[Accept] Removed figure (see revised paragraph in General comments).

[Page 18, Line 5] suggest to edit sec�on �tle



[Reject] We think that “Data management > Error detec�on” is an appropriate �tle for this sec�on. What would you suggest?

[Page 19, Line 5] “number of changes” what is meant here, correc�ons in the database or addi�onal input?

[Accept] Inserted “Every change, addi�on, and subtrac�on made to a file in the data package is tracked by git”.

We mean any change made to any of the files in the data package, including correc�ons to exis�ng data, the addi�on of new
data, etc.

[Page 19, Line 5] suggest to add “will” before “grow”

[Accept] Changed “git repositories inevitably grow in size” to “the git repository will inevitably grow in size”.


